The NIE time series have great importance for the Brazilian energy long term planning, as the decisions about the optimal dispatch of hydroelectric and thermoelectric plants are highly dependent on them. Therefore, reliable and accurate long term forecasts and simulations for the NIE series are crucial. To develop such forecasts, the proposed approach relies on the decomposition of NIE series from the South subsystem into signal and noise using the M SSA technique. After that, synthetic series are generated from the noise using the Bootstrap procedure, forecasts of 60 months ahead for each series using the traditional Holt Winters are calculated to arrive at the final predictions obtained by taking the average of the individual series forecasts. The results indicate that the proposed methodology significantly improved the results when compared with forecasts achieved by directly applying the Holt Winters model to the original series, and prove to be more effective for lead time of more than 36 months than others techniques applied in series without simulation.
